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Ibiza is a beautiful island within the heart of the Mediterranean Sea. It falls under the Balearic
Islands group and is considered the third largest. From the coast of Valencia, this beautiful island is
about 79 km waterway. Ibiza is one of the major tourist destinations that attract people from different
parts of the world. Ibiza stag weekends are extremely popular among the bachelors. The sultry
atmosphere with nice breeze makes the place heavenly during summer time.

Ibiza town is the largest city of this island and is located on the southeastern coast. It is also the
capital of the island. Other large towns within this beautiful island are Santa EulÃ ria des
Riu&SantAntoni de Portmany.

Ibiza stag parties are popular due to the presence of extremely vibrant nightlife. Some of the biggest
nightclubs of Spain are situated within Ibiza town. Big names like Paul Oakenfold, Max graham,
Tom Fall, etc. can be seen performing live within these nightclubs of Ibiza during the summer time.
Itâ€™s an experience of lifetime to watch these amazing international musicians perform in live.

Ibiza also features for several world heritage sites. A major portion of the entire island has been
marked as WORLD HERITAGE by UNESCO and is prohibited from commercialization.

The best way to reach this beautiful island is through airways. Ibiza airport is situated within Ibiza
Town. You need to head 7km southeast of the town to reach airport. Flights are available for both
national as well international destinations. From different other coastal destinations of Spain, the
island can be reached also through cruise. Luxury cruise facility is available from Valencia,
Barcelona, Puerto Banus, Marbella, and Benalmadena. However, cruising takes a much longer time
and is quite expensive.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a ibiza stag, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a ibiza stag weekends!
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